**Rifle Silhouette**

**Amend Rule 3.1.3(a) as follows:**

“Rear sights may be open, receiver, or tang sights, mounted as originally intended. Corrective lenses are allowed in the rear site only. No extended mounts are permitted. The front sights must be a post or bead or a fixed non magnified round aperture. A front sight anti-glare tube which may be no longer than 1 1/8” to include any attachments and no longer than a ¾ outside diameter, may be used.

Fiber optic material may be used in or on the post or bead and may not be longer than its support blade and not to exceed 1 1/8” in length. In an antiglare tube, the fiber optic material may not be any longer than the tube or extended outside the tube. The fiber optic sights do not need to be commercially manufactured.”

**Rule 4.1 above Note: Add:** “Any club using any form of electronic or light up target will be permitted to hold a sanctioned match as long as this change is predominantly noted in the match program that shots scored shall not be used for any NRA National Record.”

**Rule 13.1 Change Delete** “This petition will be in the form of a written request from the person concerned to the Committee outlining in detail the reasons why the special position must be assumed or the special equipment must be used.”